Choose a building system.

**Controller options**
- Remote Controller
- TETRIX PULSE™ Robotics Controller
- LEGO® MINDSTORMS® EV3

**Software options**
- TETRIX Ardublockly and Arduino Software (IDE)
- TETRIX PULSE™ Robotics Controller
- EV3 Software

**Corresponding hardware**
- 44320 R/C Robotics Set or 44322 Dual-Control Robotics Set
- 44321 Programmable Robotics Set
- 44320 R/C Robotics Set plus 44390 PRIME and EV3 Component Set
- EV3 Software

**Available curriculum**
- Expansion Set Builder's Guide
- R/C Robotics Set Builder's Guide
- 44665 Engineering Mobile Robotics Curriculum Pack
- 44952 Remote Control STEM Unit
- 44953 Autonomous Manufacturing STEM Unit
- 44466 PRIME and EV3 Curriculum Pack
- Arduino Software (IDE)
- PRIZM Programming Guide

**Hardware options**
- 44320 R/C Robotics Set or 44322 Dual-Control Robotics Set
- 44390 PRIME and EV3 Component Set
- Curriculum not available

**Software options**
- TETRIX PRIZM™ Robotics Controller
- EV3 Software

**Corresponding hardware**
- 44321 Programmable Robotics Set
- 44322 Dual-Control Robotics Set
- PRIZM® Programming Guide
- PRIZM Programming Guide

**Available curriculum**
- Expansion Set Builder's Guide
- R/C Robotics Set Builder's Guide
- 59793 Engineering Mobile Robotics Curriculum Pack
- 44587 Competition in a Box (recommended with 43054 Dual-Control Set)
- 43378 Coding Essentials Curriculum Pack
- 44592 Autonomous STEM Unit
- 44593 Automation and EV3 Curriculum Pack